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Under the caliphate, the
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were often observed in, a

lenient manner. Sensual

pleasures such as the
drinking ofwine were

routinely pursued.

Jews, Christians, and Muslims in Medieval lberia:

Conuh)encia through the Eyes of Sephardic Jews

Benjamin R. Gampel

The Muslim conquest of the Iberian peninsula in 7rr inaugurated the relationship among

the three faith-communities of the peninsula, and the expulsion of theJews in49z brought

these interactions, at least officially, to an end. The contours of this conaiaencia, its limits in

times of cultural opennest, and its possibilities even in time of great decline, are our guiding

theme.

When we employ the term conoiwenciain this essay, we are not attempting to conjure up an

image of total harmony, of a cosmopolitan setting wherein all faith-communities joyfully

infused each other with their particular strengths. Rather we are evoking images of a plural-

istic society where communities often lived in the same neighborhoods, engaged in business

with each other, and affected and infected each other with their ideas. At the same time,

these groups mistrusted each other and were often jealous of each other's successes, and the

ever-present competition among them occasionally turned to hatred.

The relationship of the Jewish minority to other groups within Iberian society dates well

before the arrival of the Muslims. Indeed, the first bit of data that points to the existence of

Jews in Iberia is also testimony to their integration into Hispano-Roman society. This evi-

dence is a third-century tombstone, now lost, that commemorated the death of a giil, Annia

Salomonula, at the age of one year, four months, and one day. In manyways this tombstone

is an appropriate starting point for our story. The tombstone, on which the Latin word

"IVDAEA' (Jewess) is inscribed, indicates Jewish acculturation to the norms of the ding
classes of Roman society even as it calls attention to the Jewish wish to be buried among

one's own and for their religion to be identified.'





TheJews had probably arrived in the peninsula alongside the Roman colonizers. In the eady

years of their community it appears that, aside from matters of faith, Jews could not be

distinguished from the Romans.'Ihis situation caused lnuch consternation to the leaders of
the nascent Christian Church, which was much concerned with keeping the Christian com-
munity separate from other peninsular inhabitants and insisted that its members be possessed

of a cleady defined religious identity. At a council that met around 3r3 in the town of Iliberis
(Elvira), local churchmen aftempted to regulate the practice of Christianity in Hispania or
at least in the immediately surrounding area. The references to Jews in the canons of this

council reflect the nature of Jewish interaction with the Christians; the local ecclesiastical

authorities found these relations troubling.

The sixteenth canon of the council, which prohibited daughters of Christians from marry-
ing sons either of heretics or of Jews, underscored the defensive nature of eady Christianity.
The main concern of these clerics was the preservation of their religion: had the daughters

of Christians married men other than those of their own faith, the young women, the

churchmen feared, would be forever lost either toJudaism or to unsanctioned forms of Chris-
tianity. The punishment for this offense-excommunication for five years-was inflicted on

the parents of the girls. Evidently, not only were such marriages being celebrated, but,
strikingly, it was the parents of these youngsters who arranged these matches.

Other canons of the council further served to restrict the interaction ofJews and Christians.
One forbade clerics or lay Christians to eat with Jews, a rule that was probably intended to
prevent Christians from participating in rituals that accompanied Jewish meals, especially

those taken on the Sabbath and holidays. Canon 49 reflects the remarkable relationship that
existed between Jews and Christians and indeed between Judaism and Christianity, and

speaks volumes about Jewish symbiosis with the Christian inhabitants of the peninsula. It
decreed that Christian farmers who had their crops blessed by the Church were not allowed

to have their fields blessed as well byJews. Evidently, not only were Christian farmers, after

they had already besought the help of their priests, also requestingJewish holy men to pray

for the success of their harvest, but the Jews who were asked to perform the ritual may have

been complying. Otherwise, there would have been no need to ban such activity. Christians
andJews may not have seen themselves as distinct peoples, despite the efforts of these reli-
gious leaders to create boundaries among people whose relationships may have been marked

by great fluidity.'

When charting the elusive path of conoioencia, it is important to realize the limits of coop-

eration betweenJews and the dominant monotheistic cultures of the Middle Ages. Christian
theological attitudes to, and estimation of, Judaism provided the ground rules by which
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these two faith-communities could interact in Christian lands. According to Christian the-
ology, Jews were to be kept in a debased status because of their refusal to recognize Jesus as

the Son of God, and Godt rejection of them as his chosen people. In addition, theywere to
be kept separate from Christians so that the "True Israel" would not be influenced. by the

Jews'religious activities. Christians held out the hope thatJews who had rejectedJesus would
in the "fullness of time" return to him in grace. While within these limits we can still observe

evidence of interaction in late antiquity, we also note a gradual movement toward the de-

basement ofJews and even their exclusion from Christian society.3

In the fourth. century Christianity becime the official religion of the Roman Empire and

there are indications that Jewish status within Iberian society was threatened. In a letter
attributed to Severus, bishop of Minorca, street fighting was reported between Jews and

Christians in the island town of Mah6n around the year 4r8; the synagogue was destroyed

and Jewish books were burned. According to the account, manyJewish women and children
martyred themselves while the most distinguished of the Jewish men converted after a de-

bate with Christian clergy. While some of the details of this account are open to question,

the existence on the island of both aJewish community and a synagogue in the {ifth century
and its destruction by Christian mobs seem to be without doubt.o

By the end of the fifth century, new rulers were in place in most of the peninsula. Rome and

the western half of the empire had fallen and most of Iberia had been overrun by Visigothic
tribes. At the outset, the Arian Visigoths must have viewed the Jews as yet another indig-
enous element within their new kingdom. Their first law code, a summary of the Theodosian

Code compiled under the aegis ofAlaric II in 5o6, retained. only ten of the fifty-three provi-
sions of the code relating to the Jews. Acknowledging the Jews' existing status and keeping

only those Jewish-related laws that were relevant to the governanie of the peninsula, the

Visigoths were not preoccupied with the Jewish question [fig. ,].,
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The Visigoths'.attitude toward the Jews appears to have remained static until the accession

of Reccared to the throne in 586.'Reccared converted to the Catholic faith in the following
year and seemingly in the wake of that decision issued a number of anti-Jewish laws. Almost
thirty years later,in 613, Sisebut brought about an abrupt change in the status of the penin-
sularJews when he ordered the forced conversion of all Jews within his dominions. Theories
abound as to why Sisebut chose this course of action, the speculation ranging from religious

to economic motivations, but his reasons remain a mystery. Forced conversion was contrary

to the Christian teachings of his day and the publication of this edict does not appear to
have been preceded by any policies pointing in its direction.

The policy of forced conversion was not particularly effective, but a number ofJews who
wished to return to their former religion were not permitted to do so. By midcentury
whatever the reasons had been for the forced conversion and whatever the Jews' reactions

might have been, the "baptrzed and unbaptized" Jews had not been successfirlly integrated
into Christian society. The rulers became increasingly frustrated at their apparent lack of
success and flailed about attempting to resolve this problem through laWs, admonitions, and

exhortations. 
,

Suspicion of the loyalty and true affiliation of these converts plagued the ruling Visigoths.
ln 694, the Visigoths claimed, based on evidence obtained from ,"confessions," that Jews
were conspiring with newly organized and triumphant Islam to overthrow them. In the

absence of corroborating data, the most historians can assert is thatJews, converted or oth-
erwise, may well have wished to rid themselves of their oppressive overlords.6

ln 7t the Muslims conquered the peninsula. Paradoxically, the rare interplay among the

three civilizations oflslam,Judaism, and Christianity-what is being labeled contthtencia-
emerged as a result of military adventure. According to the theological constructs of the

victorious religion, soon to find expression in its classical form in the Covenant of .IJmar,

Jews and Christians, although to be debased and treated as second-class citizens, were to be
'tolerated. 

As 'people of the book," they were dbirnmis,protected minorities, who while not
enioying the societal benefits that were solely the prerogative of Muslims, were not classi-

fied as pagans who could theoretically be put to the sword [fig. :].

Ideally, the dhirnrnis were protected from injury to their persons and property; were granted
. freedom to pursue any occupation as long as it did not involve hegemony over Muslims;

were allowed freedom of settlement and movement; and significantly were permitted free-

dom of religion that included the license to manage the affairs of their own faith-community.

- 
While the stipulations later developed in the Covenant of 'IJmarwere not the rule of the

day in the immediate aftermath of the conquest, the Muslims did tolerate Jewish faith and
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The first glimmers of such sym-

biosis can be observed in the tenth

century when the UmaJyad emir

'Abd al-Rahman III, who ruled

the peninsula, from C6rdoba de-

clared his independence from the

,l, nominal authority of the Abbasid
r. r

..:i::. caliph in Baghdad. 'Abd al-Rah-

:: ,: :, man, like his father before him,

pursued an ethnically and reli-

hrysT

giously inclusive policy dedicated to the pacification and unification of the Islamic Iberian

state of al-Andalus. From his capital at C6rdoba, 'Abd al-Rahman greatly supported the

arts and sciences, sparking a general cultural efflorescence. He stimulated the protected

minorities to further their own intellectual interests by furnishing them with a model of
how to procedd.

The Christians, having enjoyed political power in the peninsula under the previous rulers,

accepted their second-class status with much reluctance, and consequently their community

was often plagued by social and religious turmoil. The Jews, relishing their newly granted

autonomy after their sufferings under the Visigoths, more easily adapted to these beneficent

ovedords. At any rate, as'Abd al-Rahman III brought scientists, poets, musicians, and reli-

gious scholars to his glittering capital at C6rdoba and supported their endeavors, his dhirnmi

subjects followed suit [fig. 4].'

It was precisely this complex interaction among the three civilizations that made possible

this brief moment of cultural sharing. But the source ofJewish religious vitality came not

practice: a policy that surely was

enthusiastically welcomed after

the horrors of the Visigothic pe-.

riod. Although this toleration was .
celebrated and may have been per-

ceived by some as a manifestation

of divine deliverance, the relation-

ship between the Jews and the

conquering Muslims was not yet

what later historians would call

conohtencia.T

:*
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from the peninsula itself but from

the east, from the center of the

Abbasid caliphate in Baghdad.

From that nerve center ofpolitical
power and intellectual achieve-

ment flowed biblical and Talmu-

dic learning, knowledge of phi-
losophy and the sciences, mastery

of Hebrew and the art of the poet.

Over the course of the two centu-

ries since the Muslim conquest of
Iberia, people and their learning-
both Muslim and Jewish-had
streamed from east to west, and

IberianJewry slowly began to par-

ticipate in the efflorescence ofrab-
binic and Muslim culture that
emanated from Baghdad.

But from these sources alone a

Golden Age did not emerge. The
simple accumulation of eastern

learning was not sufficient. The
additional catalyst was provided by

Muslim society in al-Andalus. As

part of his policy of having all the

local ethnic and religious groups

participate in his rule,'Abd al-Rahman looked to the highest-ranking government officials
belonging to each minority and viewed them as the effective heads of their communities.
These individuals were chosen-for example in the Jewish case-because of their value as

members of the royal court and not as a result of their distinguished place within Jewish
society or their mastery ofJewish lore. Such a courtier more often than not was a wealthy
man, an aristocrat, often a physician, well versed in many languages: a person who mixed
well with the royal entourage.

The man chosen by Abd al-Rahman III as the nominal head of theJews, however, was also
viewed by the Jewish community as a fine representative of its interests. Hasdai ibn Shaprut
was born in Ja6n in 9ro to an aristocratic family, knew Arabic and Latin, was a physician by
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profession, and first came to the affention of the caliph through his medical expertise. He was

later appointed tax collector at the Andalusian ports. Since'Abd al-Rahman viewed Hasdai

as the leader of theJewish community, theJews in turn saw him as their nasi-their prince.n

Hasdai's career was prototypical of theJewish courtiers whose activities as representatives of
Andalusi Jewry at the royal court can be traced from the tenth up through the end of the

fifteenth century and the expulsion of the Jews from the Iberian Christian kingdoms. The

foremost obligation and responsibility of F.Iasdai, as of all courtiers, was to be a faith-

fi.rl servant to the caliph, or whoever occupied the seat of central power, since he served at

the ruler's discretion. There were structural tensions inherent in this realiry especially those

that continually erupted between the courtier and the organizedJewish community. Cleady,

their goals were not always the same. Hasdai frrlfilled his commission in an exemplary fash-

ion, serving both the Jewish community and 'Abd al-Rafrman, and additionally, often

without apparent mandate, acting as a representative of Andalusi Jewry to other Jewish

communities.

At home in al-Andalus, flasdai patterned himself aft'er the Muslim example, specifically

the cultural stewardship cf the caliph, by inviting and attracting scholars to the peninsula:

individuals trained in the traditional fields of Bible andTalmud scholarship, as well as phi-

losophers, scientists, students of the Helrew language, and professional poets. It was not

simply the store of learning that had accumulated since the downfall of the Visigoths and

the imriigration of knowledgeable Jews to these western Mediterranean shores that pro-

vided the impetus for this golden age. Rather the ideal that Islamic society presented to

Andalusi Jews embodied in its glorious architecture, Qrr'anic and Arabic scholarship, and

glittering intellectual contributions in the poetical arts and in the sciences, challenged the

Jews' self-definition and self-perception. The Jews strove mightily to display within this

society of many cultures that they too possessed a rich and multifaceted civifization.

Jewish scholars were spurred on by Muslim achievements. If the Muslims studied the

Qrr'an and the haditb (an appendix to the Qrr'an containing traditions related to Mo-

hammed)andweredoctors oftheshari'a(Muslimlaw),thenJewsperforcewouldinvestigate

the Bible,Talmud, and balakhah (Jewish law).If the Muslims were advanced in their study

of Arabic and believed that Arabic was suited more than any other tongue to the creation of
verse, then the Jews for the first time would subject the Hebrew language and its stmctures

to close scrutiny and expend much effort.to create spiritual and sensual verse in Hebrew, as

well as in Arabic. The ideal of 'arabiyya, "the utter pe{eclio! of c!1s,sl9al Arabic ,11"
pqqt1y,,.and the religious doctrine of the inimitable perfection of the 

Qr'an,'l'" 
furnished

the reference point for theJewish intellectuil and courtier. flasdai, like the Muslims and the
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Jewish aristocrats who followed his lead, employed family poets whose responsibilities in-

cluded composing verses in praise of their patron, his family, and his entourage, and

presenting them in the most favorable light to both Muslim andJewish society. Blessed with

the financial support of these benefactors, these poets were also able to produce religious

and secular poetry ofgreat beauty and significance.

Such conditions made Andalusi Jewry ripe for a religious renaissance. The existence of a

wealthy commercial class living in the midst of a politically, economically, and religiously

confident Islamic society enabled a new and hbhly motivatedJewish intellectual class to be

born. Menatrem ben Saruq, Hasdai's personal secretary and family poet, while attending to

his primary duties, was a masterful writer of Hebrew poetry, which he composed according

to biblical meter, andblazed new paths as a pioneer in the scientific study of the Hebrew

language. He fell out of favor with Hasdai for reasons that remain obscure, and was replaced

by Dunash ibn Labrat. Born in Fez and trained in Baghdad, Dunash brought with him

such radical notions as studying Hebrew, the holy tongue, by puyrrg attention to its cog-

nate languages such as Arabic, and creating Hebrew verse that did not hew to.traditional

Hebrew meter but followed the metrical system that Muslims employed in their Arabic

compositions."

Drawing uponJewish traditions of communal responsibility and viewing himself as pafi of a

larger cosmopolitan Mediterran&n society, Hasdai saw in his position as nasi of Andalusi

Jewry a mandate to be a spokesman forJewry in general. Hasdai sent a personal emissary to

southern France in an attempt to put an end to a Christian custom of having Jews render

thirty pounds of wax to churches on Palm Sunday, on which occasion theJews received a

ceremonial slap. He wrote a threatening letter to the former queen mother of Byzantium

warning that if theJews continued to be mistreated in that empire, the Christian population

in al-Andalus would find itself in a difficult position. Hasdai also sent a letter, written by his

secretary Menahem, to the khan of the Khazars, who with his people had converted to

Judaism, inquiring about his fabled kingdom. He asked the monarch if he had any knowl-

edge of the whereabouts of the ten lost tribes, or if he possessed any information about

whether the messiah was bestirring himself in the kingt corner of the globe."

Even with the downfall of .Abd al-Rahman's caliphate in the next century and the splitting

of al-Andalus into ovbr twenty sma[. taifa (party) kingdoms, the three cultures continued to

thrive. Each of the rulers of these tiny polities wished to support as sparkling a culture as

that which had been fashionable in C6rdoba. And it is in one of these kingdoms, the Berber

state of Granada, that we encounter another glittering star of theJewish courtier class, whose

careet and that of his son, sketches for us the extraordinary possibilities yet, simultaneously,

the harsh limits of conztiz,encia.'3
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Samuel ibn Nagrela was born in 993 in C6rdoba to an aristocratic family that had originated

in M6rida. He had the best Hebrew and Arabic education, was accomplished in Latin,

Romance, and Berber, and studied with the leading Hebrew grammarians and halakhists of

his day. With the downfall of the caliphate, his family fled to M6laga, which was subject to

the small kingdom of Granada. He entered government service and was extremely success-

fuI. But that was not the only arena in which Samuel shone. He produced over two thousand

poems in Hebrew and Arabic, was a significant Hebrew grammarian, wrote a polemic

against Islam-an activity that took much courage-displayed himself as a superb Arabic

scholar, and exhibited a remarkable knowledge of the Talmud and rabbinic literature. While

his rise into the upper echelons of governmental service was not without a hitch, by rc27 we

see him referred to as the nagid (ruler), and by the ro3os he was no less than the viiter to

F.Iabbus, the Berber king of Granada.

In his role as leader of the Jewish community of Granada, Samuel, like Hasdai, was a great

patron ofJewish learning, supporting scholars both at home and abroad and correspond-

ing with Jewish scholars all over the world. In his activities on behalf of the king, Samuel

proved himself a master diplomat and military strategist. In an intriguing combination of

his rare talents, h" apprr"ritly wrote poems on the battlefield. His poetry testifies to the

external enemies of Granada who taunted Samuel because of his faith and criticized the

Granadan king for employing a Jew in sUch an influential position. He also wrote of his

internal enemiei within the kingdom who wished to replace him in his role as vizier. These

Muslim foes of Samuel were as motivated by their jealousy of his position as they were by

their antagonism to the faith that he professed.

Surrounded as he was by enemies, Samuel's greatest accomplishment was to die of natural

causes in ro56 at the age of sixty-three. He was succeeded in the post of vizier by his son

Yehosef who was learned inJewish subjects and an accomplished poet. We cannot deter-

mine whether or not Yehosef was as diplomatically gifted as was his father, but we do know

that beset by all the palace intrigue in which he, like his father, was necessarily involved, he

probably made a tactical mistake and was killed. Upon Yehosef's death a pogrom broke out

in the streets of Granada, and the Jewish community was destroyed. Three hundred Jews

were murdered.'a

The Granaia pogrom shows thatJews were able to attain lofty positions in the courts of the

Andalusi monarchs despite the undercurrent of anti-Judaism in eleventh-century Islamic

Iberia. The Jewish courtier was trusted precisely because both he and the royal authorities

were aware that if he fell out of favor, the entire Jewish community could be made to suffer.

The latent anti-Judaism that the royal authorities held in check was always in danger of
being released.



The eleventh century was truly an insecure time for the Jews. The small kingdoms that

emerged with the downfall of the caliphate were continually at war with each other. Most of
the inhabitants of the peninsula suffered constandy, either as a result of the wars or because

of continual famine. Whatever the nature of the conoioencia dur\ng the period of the taift
kingdoms, it was always tenuous and at best enjoyed only by a tiny elite.

These glories, such as they were, were not to last. The small Christian kingdoms, which had

survived in the far north of the peninsula during the years of Muslim hegemony, increased

their political and military strength and soon posed a clear danger to the survival of Islam's

dominion in Iberia. With the constant warring among the taifu kingdoms and the resur-

g€nce of the small Christian states, the situation of the Jews deteriorated. At first the taifu

kings turned to the Almoravids, an ascetic Muslim sect that had recently gained control over

North Africa and disdained the material and intellectual culture created by tireir

coreligionists in al-Andalus. During the first Almoravid campaign in Iberia, the newcomers

became quite upset over the loose way that they perceived that the Andalusians were inter-

preting the Qrr'an and the Islamic tradition. Sensual pleasure was celebrated ffig.S, p. ro];

dhirnmis-both Jews and Christians-occupied positions that granted them power over

Muslims; taxes \Mere collected that were not approired in Islamic law; and activities that were

simply not in consonance with the pattern of life that a devout Muslim was to follow, such

as the drinking of wine, were countenanced."

After defeating the Christians, the Almoravids returned to North Africa, but as the military

equilibrium in the peninsula shifted again in favor of the Christians, the Almoravids were

invited back. This time they stayed and put their own Islamic ideas into practice in al-

Andalus. Some highly placed Jews in government service lost their positions and the

glittering society that was al-Andalus began to lose its luster. Over time, though, as the

Almoravids extended their sojourn in the peninsula, they were swept away by the mood of
Andalusi Islam. Creative juices still flow.ed through and amongst the Jewish intelligentsia,

and the poetry of Moses lbnEzruwas a prime example of the symbiosis that continued to

exist with the surrounding Muslim culture."

When the Almoravids' base of operations in North Africa came under attack from other

Muslim tribes, the Almoravids retreated from the peninsula. When Andalusi Muslims

needed further military help against the Christians, they again turned southward to the

tribes that had replaced Almoravid power in the Maghreb. The Almohads were even {iercer

guardians of the strict interpretation of Islamic tradition than were the Almoravids. They

saw little place for the protected dhimmis within Islamic society and initiated a policy of
forced conversion, the second time in peninsular history that the Jews were forced under



penalty of death to abandon their religion. Some Jews fled the peninsula to other Islamic

lands, the young Maimonides and his family being the most famous among them. Yet many

traveled northward within Iberia. The memory of their treatment at the hands of the

Visigoths did not have any discernible effect on the Jews' choice to put down roots in the

growing Christian kingdoms.'7

As the Christians emerged victorious and as the Muslim tribes pursued a course of intoler-

ance, the center ofgraviry ofJewish and ofcourse Christian culture shifted to the north. In

the newly dominant Christian states of Portugal, Castile, Navarre, and Aragon, Jews were

granted high diplomatic and cultural positions by the Iocal rulers since their financial, ad-

ministrative, and diplomatic expertise was sorely needed. These same rulers treated their

Muslim population warily because of their potential as political adversaries.

The Jews, skilled in crafts and commerce, were crucial to the continuity of urban life in the

areas conquered from the Muslims. The Christians, who were mainly devoted to agriculture

and herding, were not yet capable of performing these tasks. Jews were also helpful to their

new ovedords in the distribution of conquered land and in acting as diplomats and middle-

men betvyeen the conquered,Muslims and the newly victorious Christians. While the Jews'

social and economic status markedly improved under the Christians, it took much longer

forJewish culture to flourish.'8 ,

Eventually, however, halakhists, poets, and Talmudic and biblical commentators all began to

develop their traditions in Christian countries. But some aspects of the Jews'creativity only

found full expression in settings in which Jews worked alongside Christians and Muslims.

Members of all three faith-communities were to be found in thirteenth-century Toledo,

serving the Castilian court. Jews and Muslims were utilizing their intimacy with Muslim

langrrage and culture to translate and thus help transmit the cultural glories of Islam to

Christian society [fig. 6]. Under the rule of Alfonso X, the Wise, a Castilian cultur.al efflo-

rescence was nurtured and carefully cultivated, as the monarch attempted to create. an

indigenous Christian Iberian culture in the Romance vernacular. The Muslims and Jews

had their own areas of expertise: the Mudejars (Muslims livi-ng under Christian rule) were

distinguished, for example, by their knowledge of art and architecture, the Jews by their

astronomical expertise.'e

While the thirteenth century was enlivened by unusually positive interplay among the three

faith-communities, we cannot help but notice that with Iberia now the southwesternmost

appendage of European civilization, the prejudices of that culture toward other monothe-

isms began to infiltrate the Christian kingdoms of the peninsula. So while James I the



Conqueror of Aragon employed

Jews in the highest administrative

posts within his realm, he also pre-
sided over the first great public
disputation between Jews and

Christians, designed by the newly

fashioned Christian Mendicant
orders among whose goals was the

conversion of Jews to the Chris-
tian faith.

Inrz63 in Barcelona, Rabbi Moses

ben Nafman (Nahmanides), was

summonedbyJames I, and ordered

to dppear ina religious disputation

with Paulus Christiani, aJewwho
had converted to Christianity. The
organizers of the disputation were

eager for the public opportunity to
test a method that they hoped

would be effective in helpingJews

recognize the true faith. Recently

developed in southern France, this

innoVative approach, pioneered by

the Mendicants, involved the use

of the Talmud and rabbinic literature, the Jews' own teachings, to prove that Jesus was the
messiah whom the old restament had prophesied. It was Jewish sources, they hoped, that
would underscore that Christianity indeed was the true religion. While Nahmanides put up
a valiant fight against his Christian interlocutors, often taking control of the ,debate,,, 

he
had no opportunity to prevail since the goal of the disputation was simply the testing of the
new method. Immediately following the conclusion of the disputation, Aragonese Jews were
compelled to attend Christian sermons in their synagogues, where local preachers put these
new ideas to use.'"

Such was the nature of coexistence in the thirteenth century. On the one hand, at Alfonsot
court, Jews, Christians, and Muslims could mix freely while contributing to a royally man-
dated intellectual agenda. On the otheE the same Alfonso could also give voice to the
Christian blood libel (though the king clearly stated that such charges againstJews would

Figure 6
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have to be proven) and the dissemination of anti-Jewish imagery through the publication of
the Cantigas de Santa Maria, a collection of poems compiled in honor of the Virgin Mary.
And if James I could appreciate more than any other Iberian Christian monarch the value of
his Jewish communities, this did not prevent him, as we have just seen, from seeking to
fulfill a millennial Christian fantasy that had been given fresh impetus in the thirteenth
century: the conversion of the Jewish people."

While political and economic relationships involved the Jews daily with Christians and at
times with Muslims as well, the Jews also had an internal life that, while,influenced by
trends within contemporary Iberian sociery owed the forms of its existence to the rhythms
and dynamics of theJewish religion. organizedJewish commu nitres (arjamas) were an ever-

Present feature ofJewisklife in the diaspora and the communal structure that obtained in
Sepharad was sophisticated and highly developed. Local governments supported theJewish
aljama for their own reasons; they did not wish to police the community alone. And since
the main concern of all levels of government was the collection of revenues, it was far more
cost-effective, not to say politically expedienq for Jews. to assess, collect, and render their
own taxes. 

,

Members of the upper social and economic strata of theJewish population formed the gov-
erning body of each aljama. Not surprisingly, this affangement caused much strife between
the richer and poorer classes, especially since the council was responsible for the aljarna,s
social and religious needs and for tax collection as well. The central institution of the com-
munity was the bet dxn or court ofJewish law. It operatdd, as was its mandate, according to
the halakbab, although its members were not necessarily great legal scholars. Additionally,
the council empowered various committees to administer educational and charitable in-
stitutions, synagogues and prayer halls, ritual baths and slaughterhour.T. Gro.rp. were also
formally constituted to prevent religious and moral laxity and to oversee business practices,
especially to supervise weights and measures. Of course avariety of religious functionaries
were inscribed on the payroll of the communiry from rabbis to schoolmasters, from ritual
circumcisers to ritual slaughterers."'

It was precisely the aljamas' contacts and conflicts with the governments of the cities and
towns in which theJews lived that shaped the mandate of these communities and delimited
the extent of their power. Generally, theJewish community in the Middl'e Ages, and before
and after as well, was very anxious about its authoriry over its members. Th e kabal (commt-
nity) was arxious lest its jurisdiction be undermined and was therefore much troubled when
Jews sought redress of grievances or adjudication of conflicts at the "courts of the Gentiles.,,
Moral suasion and social pressure aside, theJewish community had no truly effective means



to prevent their coreligionists from attending these courts. Contemporary rabbis inveighed

against Jews who resorted to these non-Jewish institutions; reading their remarks brings

home so cleady the limits ofJewish power even in, for medieval times, a tolerant society.'3

And yet, surprisingly, the Jewish courts in Sepharad arrogated powers to themselves that
quite outstripped their authority as delineated byJewish law. We find these communal bod-

ies issuing sentences of corporal punishment such as maiming and cutting off body parts

and even ordering particular offenders to be put to death: actions that cleady violated the

halakhab. The bet dm worid not execute the sentence itself but rather would remand the

guilty party to the local government that, for a fee, would carry out the wishes of the Jewish
court. These harsh and extralegal punishments.rvere usually meted out to those accused of
slandering the Jewish community. This individual labeled a malshin-the word covered a

variety of sins against one's fellowJews and even entered the Castilian language as mals{n-
was the most feared and hated person in the organizedJewish community. The treatment of
the makbin pointed up as cleady as could anl,thing else that despite or rather as a result of
the great Power that the aljarrta possessed, it was terribly fearfi.rl lest anyonE erode the integ-

rity of the communiry."n ,

A curious side-effect of the tolerance, then, that allowed the Jews much autonomy over

their communal affairs was their intense arxiety over the loss of their treasured status. It is

significant that one of the rationalizatidns offered for these harsh penalties meted out to
social offenders was that Gentiles ordered similar punishments for such crimes. To look at

this in another way,it was the mores of the external sociery that were employed to preserve

the inviolability of the internal community. It may have been that the extraordinarily $rand
self:perception of Sephardim allowed them to acquire rights, such as that of inflicting the

death penalry not permitted to Jewish courts of law since the days of the famed Sanhedrin

of Greco-Roman times. Yet what lurked beneath this lofty self-esteem was a crushing inse-

curity about the enduring strength of the institutions themselves. While the king would

encourage slanderers to spy out the closed-door decisions of the Jewish communal govern-

ing bodies, he would also allow the Jewish community to catch the slanderer and sentence

him to death. Since the former spy became totally useless to the king, it was expedient for
the monarch even to carry out the sentence for the Jews because at that juncturd it would be

in his best interests to strengthen the foundations of the community.

The relationships between Jews and others in Iberian Christian society, while not a major

factor in shaping the structure and activities of the Jewish communities, did mold aspects of
the social and religious agenda ofindividual aljamas.The influence ofChristian Europe and

of Christian Iberia upon Jewish culture is also evident. In al-Andalus, the study of philoso-
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phy had been considered the capstone of the education of a well-educated man, whetherJew

or Muslim. However, as the Christian reconquest achieved its greatest successes in the pen-

insula, this exalted appreciation of philosophy slowly came under attack. Philosophy was not

an unalloyed blessing in the eyes of Christian society nor was it to Jews who lived in Chris-

tian realms. This changing attitude toward the study of philosophy was openly manifested

in Provence during the fourth decade of the thirteenth century amidst the controversy over

the writings of Maimonides. Not coincidentally, the Church was investigating heretical

ideas within the Christian community in an attempt to stem the activities of the Cathars

and Albigensians in the same region of southern France.'s

Just as uncertainry about the appropriate role of philosophy within the religious curriculum

spread to the Iberian peninsula, theosophical mysticism emanated into Sepharad from

sources that also originated in southern France. These mystical reflections found earnest

expression in the search for the true meaning of Scripture and of the appropriate prism

through which to view rabbinic traditions. Such ideas were given important encouragement

by Moses de Le6n and his circle of mysticdl adepts with the authorship of what would

emerge as the classic work of Jewish mysticism written in the Middle Ages: the pseud-

epigraphic Sefer ha-Zobar or Book of Splendor. And using the more conventional form of

biblical commentary but infusing it with novel mystical ideas, the distinguished Rabbi Moses

ben Nahman, communal leader, profourid Talmudist, and representative of Judaism at the

Barcelona disputation, was able to introduce many of these concepnts to a learned public

audience.'u

The more traditional vehicles of intellectual expression within the Jewish community, bibli-

cal and Talmudic commentary, continued to thrive. Talmudic exegesis especially was

enriched by the introduction of northern European methods of Talmudig analysis that were

publicized in the peninsula by that literary virtuoso, Nahmanides himself. The poets of the

period such as Todros ben Judah Abulafia also scaled new heights in the era of the reconguista

and their poetry assumed new forms, thanks to the influence of Christitn society.'7

It remains difficult to characterize Jewish society in the years that followed the Christian

conquests of the thirteenth century and preceded the eruption of the anti-Jewish outbreaks

at the close of the fourteenth century. One is tempted either to trace the lingering effects of

the new Christian hegemony and concomitantly the important role that Jews played in the

sociery or to stress aspects of the decline of Jewish power as an adumbration of the erosion

of Jewish society that is evident at the end of the fourteenth century. Either way, by the

r3oos, after the Christians had completed their most significant conquests within the penin-

sula, the Christian population gradually began to develop the urban talents in which they
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had been sorely deficient a century eadier. Their acquisition of commercial skills was espe-
cially rapid in the Crown of Aragon and was reflected in the growth of its Mediterranean
empire. As a result,Jewish status in that eastern kingdom declined, unlike that of Castilian

J ew\, which remained relatively stable.'8

The Black Death, which devastated Europet population in the fourteenth century had a
profound impact upon the peninsula including its Jewish communities. Indeed, Jews may
have endured greater trauma than others since they were often accused of having instigated
the outbreak of this dreaded disease, and in some instances were attacked and even killed.

Jewish suffering was especially acute in the Crown ofAragon where theJewish communities
met in 1354 and presented a rare united front to confront the aftermath of the devastation.

In the neighboring kingdom of Castile in midcentury Jews still held important posts within
the royal government, as evidenced by the career of Samuel Halevi, who served. as treasurer
to King Peter I. When Samuel had a private synagogue (later called El Tidnsito) built in the
capital city of Toled o ffig. fl, he dedicated the chapel to Peter. Muslim artisans employed in
its construction fashioned the building according to the prevailing Mudejar style. In Navarre,
the Jews were recuperating from the pernicious effects of the Shepherds' Crusade of the
r3zos and the outbreaks of violence that accompanied the end of the Capetian dynasryin
1328. Still the existence of highly placed Jews such as Ezmel de Ablitas and a prevailing
atmosphere conducive to the general sdcial and economic integration of the J.*, *"..o
features of Navarrese society. Portugal, blessed with royal stabiliry also seemed to provide
the necessary conditions for a flourishingJewish community.,e

After midcentury, howeve5 Castile was wracked by a long civil war as Henry ofTiast6mara,
half-brother of Peter, challenged Peter's right to occupy the throne. One of Henry's devices
in gaining the support of the nobility and others within the kingdom was his promulgation
of fierce anti-Jewish sentiments. Such tactics reveal the attractiveness of such arguments to
many within Castile. With the progress of the civil war, many Jewish communities, espe-
cially the aljama in Burgos, were threatened, attacked, and ultimately impoverished.
Surprisingly, after the murder of Peter by Henry at Montiel and the accession of Henry to
the throne, Jews resumed their elevated positions at the royal court.3o

Prior to the civil waq there had been plans afoot to harm the Jews physically and financially
such as that devised by Gonzalo Martinezde Oviedo, the majord.omo of Alfonso XI, but it
is impossible to gauge their importance or assess their influence. What we can observe dur-
ing the r3oos is the persistence of the Christian-Jewish polemic that we first saw emerge

*Ollr, in ru63 and that continued dramatically to affectJewish-Christian relationships in
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the peninsula. A significant figure in the religious debates of the time was Alfonso of
Valladolid who was born Abner of Burgos and was a practicing physician and prolificJewish
intellectual prior to his conversion to Christianity. As a Christian he continued his profound
literary efforts, now directed toward the conversion of his former coreligionists.3'

While the fourteenth century did witness a decline in Jewish status, an increase in physical

attacks against Jews, and an escalating tempo in attempts to convert Jews to Christianiry
the pogroms that broke out in June r39r against the Jews of Seville shocked Jews and Chris-
tians alike. The riots rapidly spread to C6rdoba, Ja6n, ubeda,Baeza, Carmona, and many

other communities throughout Andalusia. Contemporary Hebrew poetry reveals that many

of these attacks occurred simultaneously. They were not, however, coordinated; evidently,

anti-Jewish sentiment was simmering right beneath the surface. By the onset of summer,

Jewish communities in the Cr#n of Aragon were assaulted. Rioters traveled up the Medi-
terranean coast wreaking havoc upon Jewish communities in their path. Large and
distinguished Jewish communities like that of Barcelona suffered such devastation that
they never recovered.3'

What had happened to the famed convivencia of ,Iberian society? In Seville, Archdeacon

Ferrante Martinezof Ecija had been preaching hatred againstJews for more than ten fears
and encouraging anti-Jewish violence. In r39o, the death of the archbishop of Seville had r
provided the opportunity to Martinezto act as he wished. Moreover, KingJohn I of Castile

had died in the same year, leaving an underage son, and since the royal government fre-
quently acted as the traditional protector of Jewish rights, the Jews were left defenseless. It
was.the weakness of royal government that had been the crucial factor in the d.evastation of
NavarreseJewryinryzS, as well as other outbreaks ofviolence against theJews in the Middle
Ages. In r39r, on the other hand, the throne of Navarre as well as that of Portugal were

occupied by strong and capable rulers, so that the Jewish communities in these kingdoms

appear to have escaped unharmed.

While the killings of Jews were unexpected, so were other results of the devastation. Jews
are recorded as having taken their own lives in response to the choice of baptism or death,

but others preferred to convert when faced with the same alternative. It is striking, however,

that of the manyJews who converted to Christianity, a number did so willingly. Although
volition is hard to establish given the pervasive atmosphere of intimidation and fear, Jews
did flock to baptismal fonts across Castile and Aragon. While this wholesale acceptance of
the majority religion could be considered a natural extension of conoioencia, it more accu-

rately reflects a loss of faith on the part of large segments of the Jewish community. This
decline of morale was the end result not just of successful integration but of unceasing anti-
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Jewish polemic and of rele ntless Christian preaching to which the "successful" Jewish com-

munity had been subjected ever since the heyday ofthe Reconquest and ofthe disputation at

Barcelona. As the number of those bapt\zedincreased over time, the morale of those who

remained Jews sank even lower and the tide of conversions surged. The Jews were extremely

vulnerable. Attempts at punishment of the rioters and of reconstruction of the communities

met with mixed success. Things would never be the same'33

Many leaders of the Christian community were energized by the messianic possibilities in-

herent in the widespread Jewish conversions, and attempted to gather all of the former

chosen people-"Israel in the flesh"-into the bosom of Christianity' Vicente Ferrer, the

charismatic preacher of the Antichrist and the Second Coming, sparked the desire of the

Avignonese Pope Benedict XIII to stage a' gre t public disputation between Judaism and

Christianity, and thus to bring about the Messianic Age. From a more earthly perspective,

Benedict seized this opportunity to impress those who were wavering in their support of his

claim to the papacy. Ferdinand I, the king of Aragon, who as fegent of Castile was much

influenced by Ferrer, provided the additional'impetus for the public debate' Accordingly, a

disputation was held in 1413 in Tortosa, at the mouth of the Ebro in Aragon.'o

The goal of the disputation was to effect the theological grand coup and stampede the re-

maining Jews to the baptismal font. And try the Christians did. The Jewish representatives

were implored to convert and their families were harassed as the "debate" dragged on for

ovef ayear and a half, for sixty-nine sessions. During the disputation, converts were often

paraded before those assembled to make clear, if it had not already become transParent to

all, what the purpose of the debate was. Some Jews did "embrace" Christianity in the wdke

of the events at Tortosa but in a short time, the three men who were responsible for the

planning and production ofthe debate departed the Iberian stage. Ferdinand I died rn14r6,

but not before renouncing Benedict XIII, and Vicente Ferrer wandered off to southern

France where he died in r4r9.

The result of this tumultuous period from r3gr to r+rswas that at least one-third to one-half

of Iberian Jewry converted to Christianity. The Jewish communities of the large Castilian

cities were decimated. As part of a larger demographic trend involving all Castilians, Jews

moved to smaller villages and towns and to areas outside the control of the royal authorities'

In Aragon, manyJewries did not recovef; only eight were left in Catalonia, five in Valencia,

and twenry-two in Aragon. PortugueseJewry, although escaping the ravages of the pogroms,

suffered from anti-Jewish legislation in the earlyyears ofthe fifteenth century.The Majorcan

Jewish community, which suffered greatly in r39r, found its numbers even more depleted by

the emigration of many of its members. A ritual murder accusation was leveled against the
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remainingJews in 1432 and the case was brought to trial. In 1435 after theJewish population

was physically threatened, many fled, and seemingly all those who remained were converted.3s

Remarkably, Jews began to recover. Perhaps they did not scale the social and economic

heights to which they had ascended before, but they continued to function as artisans, small-

scale merchants, and moneylenders. We do not know if these relationships assumed a

different texture after the events of 4gr,but instances of the greater tolelance-r onoivencia,

if you will-that had existed prior t9 r39r, can still be found in the fifteenth century. ln 433,
the Jew Moses Arragel-with the help of two Christian friars-completed a translation of
and commentary on the Hebrew Bible,for a Christian patron, a Master of the Military
Order of Calatr^va,Don Luis Gonzilezde Guzm6n. And in these years when most Chris-
tians were not interested even in feigning religious dialogue, but rather were openly

antagonistic to the culturally weakened Muslim communities, Juan of Segovia produced a

trilingual translation of the Qrr,an.36

But the fate of the J.*s ,.,d' the destiny of the fragile coexistence that Iberian society had

managed to construct was not bound up either with the Jews themselves or with the rela- -
tionships they maintained with Christians and Muslims. Rather, the large numbers ofJews

who had converted to Christianityproved crucial to both the survival of theJewish commu-

nity and its relationships with other faith-communities in the peninsula. The New Christians,

ot conl)ersos, as the converts were called, remained at first in the same quarters they had lived

in as Jews and continued to work at the same professions. But as the years passed some

moved out of their former dwellings and attained positions from which they had been ex-

cluded as Jews, such as those of public notary city magistrate, and other municipal posts.

The converts began to incur the wrath of the Old Christians as they competed for the social

and economic benefits Iberian society had to offer. Not only were the erstwhile Jews enjoy- '

ing the professional opportunities available to Christians, wealthier New Christians were

often marrying into the nobiliry especially those noble families that had fallen on hard times.

Through these unions the converso family was able to achieve the social respectability and

the noble family the wealth that seemed otherwise to elude the grasp of each. The suspicion

emerged among Old Christians that the conversion of so many of these Jews was simply

opgortunistic and did not reflect a sincere attachment to their newly embraced religion. As

these sentiments festered, antipathy toward the neophytes rose and the wrath of the people

was now directed against the New Christians. While these events took place in Toledo in
1449, across the peninsula during this same year but apparently unconnected to the events in
Castile, riots broke out in Lisbon, but here the target of the attacks was the traditional

enemy of the Christians: the Jews.37
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Thus while the Jews recuperated to some extent following the devastaticjns of the late four-

teenth and early fifteenth centuries and in some measure may have recaptured those feelings

of con,uioencia that had been understandably destroyed during those years, it was the New

Christians who were generally the objects of violence, haqed, and gusprcion duJlng th919c-

o.rJ frutf oi tfre {ifteenth c-entury. O.U",. erupted at all levels of Castilian society over the

question of how to handle the conoerso problem. whatever the original motivations were

that prompted the large-scale conversions at the turn of the century, New christians, as a

group, were perceived as presenting a major problem for Iberian society' Among the many

solutions that were suggested, one was chosen as the best means of ascertaining the truth of

the conoersos'actual religious allegiance: to investigate the religious beliefs and practices of

the New Christians. Armed with this information, the rulers hoped they would bb able to

make the appropriate decisions about the treatment of conoersos'"

Ferdinand and Isabella, upon their accession to the thrones of Castile and Aragon (and

indeed even earlier), requested Pope sixtus IV to grant them permission,to found an eccle-

siastical inquisition that would function in th'eir own kingdoms under crown control' In a

politically weak moment fqr the Papacy,Sixtus IV agreed, and the "spanish Inquisitiori'was

born. Four tribunals were created in castile in the early r48os, and in 1485, despite much

local opposition, the Aragonese Inquisition was also established' After the eadiest inquiries'

the officials of the Inquisition decided in r483-and then effectively persuaded the mon-

archs-that in order to rePress the judaizing Practices that they believed were rife among the

con,uersosof southern castile, all Jews needed to be expelled from Andalusia' It was not the

New Christians who were the subject of this order. Rather the inquisitors believed that if

the Jews were eliminated from Andalusia they would not influence the conoersos to continue

their secret Practice of Judaism'

But the rulers did not intend to eliminate Jews from their dominions' There were many

within the kingdoms who were in favor of a continued Jewish presence, a policy that ap-

pealed to traditional elements within the government. This conservative position was "

expressed in actions ofFerdinand and Isabella that indicated that the Jewish connection to

Iberian society was not being severed but rather was continuing. Jewish communities were

protected during the reign of the Catholic Monarchs and through the r48os and early r49os

j"*. ,till attended the Castilian court as high-ranking officials, among them the great Jew-

ish scholar and financier, Don Isaac Abravanel and the official head of Castilian Jewry, the

rab de la corte, 'Nbruham Seneor'3e

During the r48os and after many more investigations, the Holy Office firmly concludedthat

the New christians were generally involved in Jewish rituals and obeyed precepts of the



Jewish religion, and that their heretical behavior should not be tolerated. Ominously, there
were also conflicting signals from other groups during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella
about the future treatment and ultimately the protection of the Jews. Jews were still partici-
pating in the social and economic life of the kingdoms but there were mov,ements afo__ot

within the Church, the cities, and the Castilian Cortes or padiament to separate Jews from
Christians, initiatives that were probably influenced by the Inquisitorial argument thatJews
should be prevented from exercising a baneful influence upon the New Christians.a"

If we read the words that Isaac Abravanel wrote many years later, when he was reflecting on
the years before the expulsion, we would imagine that the Jews lived very comfortably in
Sepharad, that theywere at peace with their neighbors. It would appearthat elements of the
conoivencia that the Jews had enjoyed were still more or less intact. But this was to change.
In r49o andr4gt,the officials of the Inquisition accused aJer,rr,Yuce Franco, of the ritual
murder of a Christian child-named the Holy Child of Laguardia-and they mounted a

show trial. This spectacle also served as a vehicle for the Inquisition to publicize its views
about what it believed should be the fate of all the Jewish communities of.Castile and
Aragon.a' 

,

Very soon, these views became the policy of the rulers. In January 1492, after a protracted
ten-year war, the Muslim emirate of Granada was conquered. ThE Reconquest was officially
over, and so was conoioencia. On the last day of March of that same year, Ferdinand and
Isabella signed the edict banishing theJews from Castile and Aragon tfig. s].The reasons

given in the edict were strikingly similar to the arguments that the Inquisition had been
artigulating in the last few years. The Jews were setting a bad example for the New Chris-
tians by their mere presence and, through the performance of their rituals, were proving-to
be a negative influence on the newcomers to the Christian faith. To safeguard the congersos,

the Jews needed to be eliminated from castilian and Aragonese society.a'

Given the choice of conversion or exile, half of the Jewish population converted. Was con-
version a foolhardy decision considering what had happened to the New Christians over the
course of the fifteenth century? Did these Jews possess such strongly held beliefs in the
possibilities inherent in com,tioencia that they elected to remain in Castile and Aragon? Or
was it simply too difficult to give up all their economic, social, and family ties and to depart
into the unknown? Those who opted for exile traveled mainly to the remaining Iberian
kingdoms that still permitted Jewish residence, Portugal and Navarre. They were accepted
in both of these kingdoms but not without much bitter debate among their portuguese and
Navarrese hosts.
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In Navarre, some of the exiles prepared to settle permanently. But Portugal was to prove
inhospitable to the immigrants and the situation of the native Jews began to deteriorate as

well' Accusations abounded that the immigrantJews had brought the plague with them. In
1493, when most of the Jews were supposed to leave, their departure was restricted and they
were accused of violating the terms of their entry. Many were enslaved and Jewish children
were sent to the newly discovered island of Slo Tom6 to test the possibilities of settlement

there. When Manuel succeededJohn II on the Portuguese throne, he freed the enslavedJews

and seemed to be turning from the anti-Jewish policies of his predecessor. But the rising tide
ofanti-Judaism in Portugal and the increasing pressure ofthe Spanish rulers, who insisted
on expulsion of theJews as a condition for Manuel's marriage to their daughter Isabella, led
the Portuguese king and his royal council to order the banishment of theJews in December
1496. But then, probably because there were not enough New Christians in Portugal who
could pick up the economic slack for the departingJews, the king blockaded the harbors in
1497 to Prevent their leaving. Instead, almost the entire Portuguese Jewish community was

forcibly converted to Christianity. Similarly under pressure from Ferdinand and Isabella, the
Navarrese monarchs expelled theJews in4gl,and having no place to go and no safe passage

through which to leave the peninsula,they, too, were obliged to convert.a3

Although Iberian society had decided that it no longer had any room for Jews or for Juda-
ism, and despite the fact that the expulsion was a time of great hardship and trauma for the
exiles, Sephardic Jews preserved aspects of the conoivencia that was part of their daily lives.

Those who left the peninsula took with them their well-defined Sephardic traditions. In-
cluded in this baggage was pride in their attachment to the peninsula-after Palestine, their
"second homeland"-and the love of Iberian languages, which they continued to express

through speaking, writing, and singing in Ladino.aa

Among those who stayed and converted, there were many who were successful at assimilat-
ing into Christian society. Some continued to practice Judaism in secret while publicly
continuing their daily involvement in Iberian Christian life. But even for those who at-
tempted to acculturate, their Jewish heritage often fueled their creativity. Some of these

con'uersos-such as Fernando de Rojas, the author of La Celestina-creatively infused Ibe-
rian Christian culture with their own ideas, which they dressed in new religious garb. Other
conversos, from writers to mystics, attempted to fuse the two cultures together in ways that
made sense to them in their lives.ns

While the conaersoswere harassed by the Inquisition in newly united Spain and in Portugal,
the moriscos-those Muslims who were forcibly converted over the course of the early six-
teenth century, Muslims whose allegiance to the Christian state was doubted and so were
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considered politically dangerous-were expelled a century later. MoreoveS although many

descendants of the formerlyJewish comtersos didlose the memory of their ancestry, a few did

not. Many of these individuals left the peninsula as late as the seventeenth century and

continued their lives as Jews in countries where Judaism was allowed to flourish. They car-

ried with them what they perceived to be authentic Jewish culture and an awareness of

contemporary Iberian intellectual trends. These refugees infused the Jewish communities

and the countries where they established their homes with novel syntheses of these disparate

ideologies, born of a latter-day though painfully strained conoirtencia.
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